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Abstract. The research in this field is focused to the investigation of biological structures with superior optical
features. The study presents atomic force microscopy
of biological optical structures on butterfly wings. The
bright blue and dark black color scales exhibit the different topography. These scales were compared to the
visually the same color scales of other two species of
butterflies. The histograms of heights distribution are
presented and show similar results for the scales of one
color for different species.

cause of refractive index contrast between chitin and
air. Photonic architecture of blue butterflies was reported in [3], [4], [5], [6]. Photonic structure of butterfly wings contains chitin and air and controls the light
propagation, absorption, and reflection. Different colors can be created by the chemically identical material.
Refractive index of chitin is n = 1.52 [3]. So the layered morphology of the wings consisted of two media
with refractive index contrast allows to define the wing
surface as a structural color material.

Exceptional optical characteristics make these structures useful for a number of applications, such as design of quasi-ordered structures [7] to increase the efKeywords
ficiency of solar cells [3], fabrication of optical fibers,
Atomic force microscopy, biological optical waveguides [2], different kinds of sensors (chemical, gas,
temperature) [2], [4], [5], [8], photodetectors [9], replistructure, butterfly scales, structural color.
cations for photonic crystals [9], efficient lasers [10].
The structural control can be used to impact the optical properties of nontoxic colorants, coatings, micro1.
Introduction
and nano-structured textiles [7], photonic papers [3]
and other surfaces from antiglare to iridescence ones.
The coloration in living world is achieved by different
These structures attract the attention of scienways: by pigmentation, by structure of the biological tists, and there are a number of studies of scales
material and by their combination. A pigmentation is structure by scanning and transmission electron mireferred to the chemical colors and depends on the type croscopy [5], [6], [7].
and amount of colorants (pigments) in the material
composition. The structure of the material influences
its color because of light interaction with the surface
and near-surface area (interference, diffraction, pola2.
Materials and Methods
rization) and pertains to physical colors. The structural coloration indicates the colors that could not be
In this study we deal with Morpho didius, also known
demonstrated only by pigments [1].
as Giant Blue Morpho, it dwells in Neotropic ecozone.
A brilliance perception of material color depends on The sample preparation included just cutting off a cerroughness and structure: shining surface looks more tain piece of the wings by scissors.
colorful in comparison to lusterless surface of the same
We reported at [11] the temperature behavior of the
color but different morphology.
Vanessa atalanta wings by heating of the sample durThe structure containing quasi-periodical architec- ing AFM measurements. The wettability of the wings
ture of chitin can show the structural colors [2] be- is also of a great interest (Fig. 1). Droplets of water
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Fig. 2: Color changing of the wing under the influence of
methanol: upper image is the piece of wing before applying of alcohol, in the middle - after applying of alcohol,
bottom - two minutes after applying alcohol.

Fig. 1: A droplet of water on the wing surface.

fall down from the wings without percolation inside or
through the wing structure. It helps butterfly to survive in nature, and it can find commercial application.

(NTMDT production). The humidity during the measurements was 40 ± 1 % and temperature 24 ± 1 ◦ C.
HA-NC cantilevers were used with a tip curvature radius less than 10 nm [13]. The data were processed
by software Nova, provided with microscope package.
AFM method was chosen to study the scales morphology since the cover scales play a significant role in color
shaping.

On the other side, it is possible to observe the
tunable structural coloration. Figure 2 demonstrates
3.
Experimental Results
changing of the color after alcohol applying observed
by the naked eye. These phenomena of natural pho- Size of the scales features various from nanometers to
tonic crystals were also described in [3]. Oversimplified micrometers. Optical system of the microscope was
example of sensing mechanism is observed here. The used to choose the scales for scanning (Fig. 3).
refractive index of methanol is n = 1.33 [12].
Accordingly to [8] the decreasing of refractive index differences causes the color appearance of a higher
wavelength. The structure represented by 1-D, 2-D,
and 3-D photonic structures [3] of the wings is undisguised and attracts attention as a sensor [4].
The other two species with strongly marked iridescent blue and dark black colors were taken for comparison the result of morphology studies. These are Polyommatus amandus and Vanessa atalanta belong to the
Lycaenidae and Nymphalidae families correspondingly.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides the pos- Fig. 3: The wing during the AFM investigation. The sample is
sibility to observe local properties, micro- and nanoilluminated in order to distinguish different color scales.
Red spot represents a laser reflection from the AFM cantopography and structure of the surface. AFM is an
tilever and is used for the registration of the cantilever
analytical method with high quality, sensibility, relibending.
ability, precision, and resolution. The data of AFM
show 3D image of the surface and process statistical
data of the surface roughness such as histograms of
Scales are overlapped, and separate colors have difheights distribution. Morphology of wings was stud- ferent micro- and nanostructures (Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
ied by atomic force microscope (AFM) Ntegra Prima These structures are not completely ideal in periodi-
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city, but nevertheless they can exhibit photonic band
gap [8].

(a) AFM image of black scale.
Fig. 4: AFM image of Morpho didius of the same blue color
scales.

(b) AFM image of the blue scale.
Fig. 6: AFM semi-contact image of Morpho didius butterfly
scales.

Fig. 5: AFM image of Morpho didius in two scales: black and
blue. Upper image is obtained by AFM method of semicontact error to confirm the precision of morphology
measurement and bottom is the scan of AFM in a semicontact mode.

them even between ribs and so consider a wing as a
layered structure.

The lower size scanning (5 × 5 µm) was made in
order to find the distinctions between the different color
scales (Fig. 6).
In this figure, a structural color is observed. Parallel ridges are observed for both colors, but the bridges
between them look differently. Besides there is a complex structure of columns under them for blue color
scales. The similar effect exists for other species - e. g.
Polyommatus amandus butterfly (Fig. 7). The structural color occurs because of light interaction with surface features. Quasi-ordered slits and grooves are well
distinguished, and iridescence depends on the angle of
observation.
Fig. 7: AFM semi-contact image of a blue scale wing of Polyommatus amandus butterfly.
Figure 7 shows that the optical structures are not
limited only by ribs on the surface, but we can observe
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Data of AFM measurements were processed by program Nova, it allows to plot a histogram with the empirical distribution of heights and holes. The topography and high distribution histograms of the black color
scales for two different butterflies are shown in Fig. 8,
Fig. 9 and blue color scales - in Fig. 10, Fig. 11.
Figure 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 demonstrate a fragile structure of wing scales with different colors. Histograms for scale surface with black color have the area
of height amount decreasing (Fig. 8(b), Fig. 9(b)) but
the histograms for blue color scales shows the continuous growth of heights (Fig. 10(b), Fig. 11(b)). It could
be explained by optical properties of the surface that
can be observed by naked eye: the dull surface abounds
in valleys and has almost no hills, so this surface does
not glare and reflect. These and similar black color
structures could also be interesting for stealth technology. The diffusing surface has the extended area and
is proved by the presence of two peaks in histograms.

4.

Conclusion

We report the AFM results of the butterfly wing scale
morphology. The wing structure defines the color in
the visible range. These periodical structures which
are important for butterfly survival functions also represent both theoretical meaning for different fields (ecology, biology, physics) and the importance to the development of inexpensive, reproducible devices with various optical features. Examples of biological structures
with photonic structures are described with an explanation of two different colors formation: iridescent and
antiglare. Impressive optical properties are combined
with fine wettability and sensing abilities.
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(a) AFM semi-contact image of the wing black scale.

(a) AFM semi-contact image of the wing black scale.

(b) Histogram of heights distribution of the wing black scale.

(b) Histogram of heights distribution of the wing black scale.

Fig. 8: AFM study of Morpho didius butterfly black scales.

Fig. 9: AFM study of Vanessa atalanta butterfly black scales.
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(a) AFM semi-contact image of the wing black scale.

(a) AFM semi-contact image of the wing black scale.

(b) Histogram of heights distribution of the wing black scale.

(b) Histogram of heights distribution of the wing black scale.

Fig. 10: AFM study of Morpho didius butterfly blue scales.
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